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1. Introduction

Understanding the world around us has been a human desire for as long as humans inhabited
this planet. Truly understanding every minutia of the cosmos is impossible due to its
unfathomable complexity. Information can only be gained by separating the important
from the irrelevant. Well known techniques like principal component analysis [1, 2] and
autoencoders [3] have been devised for just such a purpose.

With the same goal in mind, Pathak et al. [4] introduced local states (LS). A new approach to
reduce the complexity of datasets in the context of predictions. In systems with known local
interactions, this method can be used to reduce the size of a potentially very large dataset to a
number of significantly smaller, much easier predictable local neighborhoods. Unfortunately,
this approach is limited to systems where such a local interaction is not only present but also
known a priori, severely limiting its potential applications.

This thesis introduces the method of generalized local states (GLS), lifting the restriction to
locally interacting systems by abstracting spatial distances to similarity between time series.
This similarity is derived from information driven measures and hence allows the definition
of generalized local neighborhoods in systems where no spatial interactions or even spatial
distance exists.

We will demonstrate this approach on the basis of reservoir computing (RC) [5], a machine
learning (ML) routine with promising future, outperforming many state of the art ML
methods [6, 7]. We combine this with the use of cross-correlation (CC) and mutual
information (MI) as exemplary similarity measures (SMs).

As illustrative datasets we use the Lorenz-96 (L96) [8] and Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) [9]
systems, both well understood, locally interacting, chaotic systems. This choice allows us to
compare our method of GLS to Pathak’s spatial LS approach.

We want to emphasize that neither RC, nor the two illustrative systems, nor the chosen
information measures are an essential part of our presented method. In principle, GLS can be
used with various ML methods and similarity measures. Depending on the given dataset an
appropriate choice has to be made.

In the following 2nd chapter, a summary of RC and its main differences to other ML
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approaches are given. Chapter 3 introduces local states and its extension to GLS. Furthermore
we will explain CC and MI, the information measures used to generate the SMs, as well
as the process of clustering, which allows greater scalability of the GLS. Chapter 4 covers
the L96 and KS systems, the algorithms used to simulate them and the maximal Lyapunov
exponent (MLE), a quantity characterizing chaotic systems. In chapter 5 we present a number
of experiments comparing LS and GLS predictions, as well as quantifying GLS scalability to
high dimensional systems before leading to a final discussion and outlook in chapter 6.
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2. Reservoir Computing

The last decade has been a renaissance for artificial intelligence andML.Many tasks previously
thought to be almost impossible for traditional computing systems can now be solved in a
very short time frame. Image classification [10,11], time series prediction [12,13], as well as
beating the best humans in demanding games like Go [14] are all tasks that have largely been
mastered by artificial neural networks (ANNs).

2.1 Reservoir Computing Introduction

Throughout the years, many different versions of ANNs have been devised with feed forward
networks (FFNs) used in deep learning likely being the most prominent one. [15] While
showing remarkable successes for static tasks1, they are overshadowed by recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) and their derivatives in dynamic tasks.

As with most ML systems, the core of a RNN is a network mapping an input into a higher-
dimensional space which is then used to transform the data before a readout for pattern
analysis or time series prediction takes place. A sketch of basic FFN and RC anatomy is
depicted in 2.1.

Crucially, RNN networks exhibit topological loops which FFNs do not. RC developed as an
extension of RNNs and liquid state machines shares this important feature. [5, 16] Compared
to FFNs, which are often used as classifiers, the RNN loops make RC especially qualified for
temporal/sequential data, as they enable the network to “remember” previous inputs.

RC distinguishes itself from the other RNN variants by keeping its internal network fixed, i.e.
only the readout layer is trained. This significantly decreases the required training time, since
the network can now be trained with classical methods such as linear regression. Moreover,
this makes RC very amenable to physical implementations only possible due to the static
nature of the reservoir. [17] Additionally, the training of the output is conventionally done
with simple methods such as linear regression. Thus, irrespective of its performance, a major
advantage of RC is its fast and cheap training compared to other ANNs.

1here defined as tasks without temporal or sequential information
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Input FFN Output

(a) (b)

Input Reservoir Output

Figure 2.1: ML network schematics. (a) A basic FFN setup with input on the left and readout
on the right. Crucially, the network in the center consists only of right facing connections,
making the interaction of input data from different computation steps impossible. (b) A basic
RC setup with the same input and output couplers as the FFN. The reservoir network in the
center is fundamentally different from the FFN network as it exhibits topological loops. An
example of such a loop is marked in red.

2.2 Implementation Details

The core of RC is a network, in the following called the reservoir A. While different network
topologies have been investigated in research [18, 19], sparse random �A × �A networks with
average node degree ^ and Erdős–Rényi connectivity deliver consistently great results and
thus are also chosen here.

After network generation, all its connection strengths are scaled to have a predetermined
fixed spectral radius d. Not only is the spectral radius an important hyperparameter to be
optimized, it is advisable to choose d < 1 for the reservoir to gain the echo state property
which is crucial during the training process 2.

The �in dimensional input x(C) interacts with the reservoir state r (C) through an input coupler
which in our case is a sparse �A × �in matrix Win. Following Lu et al. [20], Win is created
such that one element in each row is chosen uniformly between [−l, l] where l is the input
coupler scaling parameter. All other elements of Win are zero.

The input data then connects with the reservoir state r (C) of the previous time step via the
hyperbolic tangent activation function tanh(·) to advance the reservoir state by one step in
time

r (C + ΔC) = tanh (Ar (C) +Win x(C)) , (2.1)

where tanh(x) is the vector [tanh(G1), tanh(G2), ...]) . Training r (C) is recorded and used
during the regression procedure as detailed below. For the activation function a wide variety

2d < 1 is not a necessary condition for the echo state property but a sufficient one [5]
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of choices are possible. The effect of different activation functions on the prediction quality
is subject of current research.

In the same way an input coupler is used to get information into the reservoir, an output
coupler Wout is used to get information out of it. In the case Wout is a matrix, the training is
done via a simple linear regression procedure

Wout = arg min
Wout
‖Wout r̃ (C) − yT(C)‖ + V ‖Wout‖ , (2.2)

where yT(C) is the �out dimensional target output, ‖·‖ is the vector L2-norm and V is the
L2 regularization (ridge regression) parameter which prevents the system from overfitting.
Furthermore r̃ is a nonlinear transformation of the reservoir state r.

The,out minimizing equation 2.2 is solved by a system of linear equations given by(
r)r + V1

)
Wout = r)yT , (2.3)

which, compared to many other ML training procedures, is quickly computable by modern
hardware.

Note that this nonlinear transformation of the reservoir state r to r̃ has proven crucial to
achieve the high rate of successful long and short term predictions demonstrated in chapter 5.
Here we choose r̃ = [r, r2]) = [A1, A2, ..., A�A

, A2
1 , A

2
2 , ...A

2
�A
]) , which results in Wout being a

�out × 2�A matrix. As also observed in Chattopadhyay et al. [7], a nonlinear transformed r̃

is especially important for the L96 system we will work with later on.

Its flexibility allows RC in principle to be used for a variety of tasks, including classification.
This is achieved by changing the target output yT(C) to an appropriate quantity during the
regression procedure. In this thesis we will consider the target to be a prediction of the full or
partial input time series, which is the typical use case for RC.

In practice the reservoir also needs to be synchronized with the training data set before
the training can begin. Without this step, the arbitrary initial state of the reservoir would
influence the training and regression results. Synchronization avoids this by exploiting the
aforementioned echo state property of the reservoir, which lets the system “forget" past
input [5]. Therefore, each training period is preceded by synchronization steps where the
reservoir state is updated sequentially as given by equation 2.1 without recording the reservoir
state.

Once trained, the output y(C) can be calculated from the reservoir state r (C) as

y(C) = Wout r̃ (C) . (2.4)

When using RC for prediction, it can be run autonomously by using the prediction of the
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previous time step y(C) as the input xpred(C) to calculate the next predicted time step y(C +ΔC)
with. In this case one finds

xpred(C) = y(C) , (2.5)

r (C + ΔC) = tanh
(
Ar (C) +Win xpred(C)

)
, (2.6)

y(C + ΔC) = Wout r̃ (C + ΔC) . (2.7)
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3. General Local States

Reducing the dimension of a dataset can be vital for many real world applications. By
disposing of superfluous information, data processing operations not only become faster, but
many methods rely on a manageable data size due to their scaling behavior. This also applies
to RC as the reservoir size needed to accurately characterize and predict high dimensional
input quickly becomes unfeasible. (See e.g. [4])

As such, measures and methods are needed to reduce the number of dimensions of the input
data, while retaining its essential characteristics. In this chapter we will introduce the method
of GLS which achieves just that.

3.1 Generalization

GLS is based on the local state (LS) approach published by Pathak et al. in 2018 [4]. While
non-local implementations of ANN algorithms use just one network to process all input data
(Figure 3.1a), LS and GLS partitions the input data into multiple subsets of smaller dimension.
These subsets are in the following called neighborhoods.

Each neighborhood itself consists of a number of core dimensions and neighbor dimensions
and is assigned its own ANN. Each ANN in question then uses only the dimensions of the
input making up its neighborhood to predict its core dimensions as accurately as possible. In
Figure 3.1b-c) sketches of such local neighborhoods are shown

In the context of RC this means that the input time series for the reservoir assigned to the i-th
neighborhood is not the full �in dimensional input time series x anymore, but instead a slice
unique to this neighborhood x8 of dimension �8in ≤ �in. Similarly, the trained output of the
i-th neighborhood y8 is given by just its core dimensions and hence is an even smaller subset
of the neighborhood of dimension �8out ≤ �8in.

While the training proceeds as described in chapter 2.2, the prediction needs one further
adjustment. Even though in principle the choice of neighborhoods is completely arbitrary
when predicting a time series, each dimension of the original input must be in one and
only one neighborhood as a core dimension. This is because, as given by equations 2.5-2.7
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.1: Schematic depicting different neighborhoods. Yellow circles mark the core
dimensions, green the neighbors and purple all other dimensions of the full input. (a) The
neighborhood of simple, non-local RC. All dimensions of the input vector x(C) are core
dimensions. No neighbors or other reservoirs exist. (b) LS RC. The highlighted reservoir’s
neighborhood has one core dimension and four locally adjacent neighbors. Many more
reservoirs exist, each with their own neighborhood. (c) GLS RC. As in (b), the Neighborhood
has one core dimension and four neighbors, with the crucial difference being that the neighbors
do not have to be adjacent to the core.
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between each prediction step, the neighborhoods need a new input which, as �8out ≤ �8in can
only come from the other neighborhoods’ prediction. Hence between each prediction step, a
new input vector xpred is formed by the combined prediction of all neighborhoods.

While having the advantage that the training of the entire system is easily parallelizable as the
training of each neighborhood is completely independent of the others, its main advantage
comes from the fact that it reduces the effective input dimension for each reservoir to the size
of its neighborhood.

However, this procedure depends on an appropriate choice of neighborhoods, such that the
information necessary to predict their core dimensions is present in the neighbors. Pathak
et al. originally came up with their LS approach in the context of the KS system (see
section 4.2), a purely locally interacting system. As such, their neighborhoods were chosen to
have only spatially adjacent cores surrounded by contiguous buffer regions of neighbors (see
Figure 3.1b).

For systems where such a local interaction is not present, this a scheme can not be used.
Nonetheless, this idea of locality in the sense of importance to a prediction is generalizable as
the choice of neighborhoods is practically arbitrary. For this, one needs to generalize the idea
of locality to something which we will call similarity as well as measures to calculate it from
the underlying data set.

3.2 Similarity Measures

To generate useful neighborhoods from the initial time series, we need a SM between all of
its dimensions, optimally quantifying the relevance each dimension has to the prediction of
each other one. For this we use two information driven measures, the CC and the MI.

3.2.1 Cross Correlation

A staple in time series analysis is the CC coefficient

�-8 ,- 9
=

∑=
C=1

(
G8,C − Ḡ8

) (
G 9 ,C − Ḡ 9

)√∑=
C=1

(
G8,C − Ḡ8

)2
√∑=

C=1
(
G 9 ,C − Ḡ 9

)2
, (3.1)

where G8 is the i-th dimension of the time series x and Ḡ8 its mean.

In this normalized form the CC is bounded between −1 and 1. To transform the CC into a
SM we take its absolute value

SM(-8, - 9 ) =
���-8 ,- 9

�� ∈ [0, 1] , (3.2)
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and define a value closer to 1 as more similar. This can be justified by the intuitive reasoning
that a time series doing the “opposite” of another one, contains muchmore relevant information
for the latter’s prediction, than a completely uncorrelated one.

While straightforward to compute, the CC has the major problem that it only captures linear
relationships. As chaotic time series are by their very nature nonlinear, we use one more
measure that captures these nonlinear relationships, the MI.

3.2.2 Mutual Information

MI, originally defined by Shannon in 1948 [21], has a variety of properties making it ideal as
a SM. In fact, “given two time series - and . , their MI, �̃ (-,. ) = �̃ (., -) is the average
number of bits of - that can be predicted by measuring . and vice versa" [22]. Furthermore
MI is, in contrast to CC, sensitive to linear and nonlinear dependencies and becomes zero if
and only if the two time series are completely independent.

In the language of probability densities the MI between two random variables - and . is
defined as

�
(
-8, - 9

)
=

∬
?

(
G8, G 9

)
log

(
?

(
G8, G 9

)
? (G8) ?

(
G 9

) ) 3G83G 9 , (3.3)

where ?
(
G8, G 9

)
is their joint probability density

While MI has many advantages over the CC, applying this definition to real, finite and often
inaccurate data, can prove much trickier. Many estimators have been devised over the years,
such as kernel density [23] and nearest neighbor methods [24] but, as we are working with
long (1 × 105 time steps), well behaved time series we will implement the widely used binning
method [21, 24, 25]

For this we alternatively express the MI as

�
(
-8, - 9

)
= � (-8) + �

(
- 9

)
− �

(
-8, - 9

)
, (3.4)

where� (-8) and�
(
- 9

)
are the Shannon entropies of -8 and - 9 respectively while�

(
-8, - 9

)
is their joint Shannon entropy. Notably this definition is only correct for discretely distributed
random variables which, at least in principle, many systems are not. Both for real world data,
due to a finite measurement accuracy, and simulated data, due to finite floating point accuracy,
this distinction does not matter. The entropies are defined as

� (-8) = −
∑
G8

? (G8) log (? (G8)) , (3.5)

�
(
-8, - 9

)
= −

∑
G8

∑
G 9

?
(
G8, G 9

)
log

(
?

(
G8, G 9

) )
, (3.6)
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with the expressions on the right hand side summed over all possible states of the random
variables G8 .

While in principle this would be enough to calculate the MI for any discrete data set, in
practice, the number of different values taken by random variables greatly eclipses the length
of most time series. As such, we artificially restrict the number of possible values used in the
entropy calculation by not summing over all possible states, but instead only a number of bins
into which the individual values are combined. Akin to [25] we find empirically that for a
time series of length ) a choice of

⌊√
)/4

⌋
bins of equal size works well for a wide range of

lengths. The typical time series in this thesis has a length of ) = 105 steps resulting in a total
of 158 bins.

Lastly, we normalize the MI as described by Strehl et al. [26] leading to our MI SM

SM(-8, - 9 ) =
�
(
-8, - 9

)√
� (-8) �

(
- 9

) ∈ [0, 1] . (3.7)

3.3 Creating Neighborhoods

Once a SM has been chosen and calculated for all dimensions of the full input data, one
needs to use it to create the neighborhoods discussed in section 3.1. As the ANN output in
each neighborhood is only given by its core dimensions, predicting these core dimension as
accurately as possible is most important. While other choices are possible, this leads to a
simple and intuitive way of defining neighborhoods when there is only one core dimension.

3.3.1 Single Core Neighborhoods

In the LS case of a single core neighborhood, a spatial neighborhood (SN), the core’s
neighbors are simply the dimensions spatially closest to that core. In the GLS case with
one core, the exact analog is possible, where the one core’s neighbors are the dimensions
most similar to it as defined be the SM. We call the corresponding neighborhoods CC or
MI neighborhoods respectively, depending on the similarity measure used. All single core
neighborhoods discussed during this thesis were created this way.

3.3.2 Multi Core Neighborhoods

Generating SNs with more than one core is done as in [4] by dividing the input dimensions
� into 6 non-overlapping groups of equal size. To this group of core dimensions are then a
number of neighbors added in ascending order of spatial distance to the average core in group
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6. Once the desired number of neighbors is added, this group is the neighborhood.

For GLS neighborhoods with more than one core dimension, the generalization process is a
little less obvious. As cores do not necessarily have to be adjacent dimensions.

Due to possibly arbitrary distance measures defined by the SM, we need to use a clustering
method that can work with such arbitrary distances. Many standard clustering methods which
rely on a distance metric defined between all possible points of a coordinate space, like
K-Means [27], can therefore not be used here.

A popular algorithm that can work with such constraints is called agglomerative cluster-
ing [28]. In the language of dimensions and neighbors, its algorithmic implementation can
be summarized as follows:

1. Initially assign each input dimension to its own neighborhood #1, #2, ..., #�

2. Merge neighborhoods until the desired number of neighborhoods is reached

(a) Find the closest pair of neighborhoods (#8, # 9 ) according to the linkage distance
3 (#8, # 9 ).

(b) Merge the two neighborhoods.

While many different choices for the linkage distance are possible, we use average linkage
during this thesis as we heuristically found it to give the best results. It is defined as

3
(
#8, # 9

)
=

1
|#8 | ·

��# 9

�� ∑
x8∈#8 ,x 9∈# 9

SM(G8, G 9 ) . (3.8)
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4. Systems and Simulations

For modeling high dimensional, spatiotemporal, chaotic systems, the Lorenz-96 and Ku-
ramoto–Sivashinsky systems have become widely used in the RC community [4, 6, 29,30].
As such, they are the perfect example systems allowing us to compare and quantify the LS
and GLS approaches in well understood systems.

4.1 Lorenz-96

Our first artificial system is the Lorenz-96 system, originally developed and often used to
study climate and weather predictability [8, 31]. It is defined as

3x 9

3C
=

(
x 9+1 − x 9−2

)
x 9−1 − x 9 + L , (4.1)

where x(C) is the system’s �-dimensional state vector and L the forcing parameter.

During this thesis we will be looking exclusively at a forcing parameter of |L | = � = 5. For
this parameter choice, the L96 system exhibits both periodic and chaotic behavior, depending
on its system size � as demonstrated by Marwan et al. [32]. We simulate the L96 system
using the fourth order Runge-Kutta Method [33] with a time step size of ΔC = 0.05. Two
examples of the L96 behavior are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Space–time plots of the L96 system. (a) � = 38, � = 5, periodic dynamics, (b)
� = 40, � = 5, chaotic dynamics.

4.2 Kuramoto-Sivashinsky

The second model, widely used to model a variety of weakly turbulent fluid systems [34, 35],
is the KS system [9]. Its PDE reads

mCD + m4
G D + m2

G D + DmGD = 0 , (4.2)

where the field D(G, C) is defined on some domain size !. As with the L96 system, the KS
system is exhibits both periodic and chaotic behavior depending on parameter choice, an
example of which is depicted in Figure 4.2. In this thesis, we constrain ourselves to a domain
size of ! = 22 with periodic boundary conditions

D(G + !, C) = D(G, C) for all 0 ≤ G ≤ ! . (4.3)

As proven in section 4.3, this parameter choice also results in a chaotic system.

For the numerical treatment, the equations are discretized on a grid of � = 40 points, the same
size as the Lorenz-96 system, and numerically integrated with a step size of ΔC = 0.5, using the
fourth order time-stepping method exponential time-differencing fourth-order Runge-Kutta
(ETDRK4) [36, 37].

While widely used to simulating the KS system [6,37–40] ETDRK4 is inherently numerically
unstable [37]. As such, a well chosen initial condition is paramount for reproducing a sensible
realization of the KS system. Hence, unless otherwise specified, all simulations of the KS
system are initialized by a generalized form of the initial condition used by Kassam et al. [37].
This initial condition is given together with our python code for the KS simulation and a

14
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Figure 4.2: Space–time plots of the KS system. (a) ! = 12, # = 20, periodic dynamics, (b)
! = 33, # = 40, chaotic dynamics.

comparison of the initial system dynamics in appendix A.1.
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4.3 Lyapunov Exponents

Chaotic systems can be characterized by a variety of quantities, chief among them being
the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents, "which has proven to be the most useful dynamical
diagnostic for chaotic systems" [41].

Typically considered the most important Lyapunov exponent is the MLE defined as the largest
Lyapunov exponent of any given chaotic system. Its importance stems from the fact that it is
intimately tied to the predictability of the system as, given a MLE Λmax two infinitesimally
close trajectories in phase space, initially separated by the vector Xx(C = 0) diverge as [42]

|Xx(C) | ≈ 4ΛmaxC |Xx(C = 0) | , (4.4)

where C is the time since separation.

Due to its importance, the MLE is an ideal candidate to quantify the long term statistical
properties of a chaotic system. As we will compare simulated with predicted time series in
chapter 5 we seek a method which is able to calculate the MLE of both.

Many popular methods for low dimensional dynamic systems can not be used due to the
high dimensionality of the GLS RC system. Popular QR decomposition based methods for
example have an algorithmic complexity of O(=3) where = is the size of the square Q and R
matrices and as such the dimension of the dynamic system. [43] 1

While this problem can be somewhat alleviated by rounding techniques, GPU computing
and parallelization on a computing cluster, its scaling behavior poses a clear obstacle for the
generalization to higher dimensions which is one of the main goals of GLS. As such, we limit
ourselves to compute only the most important, largest Lyapunov exponent and take advantage
of the fact that we can repeat our predictions and simulations as often as we want, which
allows us to use Sprott’s method of orbit separation (OS) [44].

By taking the logarithm of equation 4.4 we obtain

log |Xx(C) | ≈ log |Xx(C = 0) | + ΛmaxC , (4.5)

which is a linear relationship between the two measurable quantities log |Xx(C) | and C. Taking
the average 〈·〉 over many trajectory divergences in different parts of the chaotic attractor we
find

Λmax =
1

C2 − C1

〈
log |Xx(C2) |
log |Xx(C1) |

〉
. (4.6)

1With a typical time of computing the Lyapunov exponent for a 500 dimensional system of about one second,
a naive application of the algorithm for the 40 × 5000 dimensional GLS RC used in chapter 5 would take about
2 years and, assuming 8 byte floating point values, consume a minimum of 320GB of memory.
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Note that for this equation to hold, we are only using the divergence data after transient effects
have subsided but before the divergence size saturates due to it reaching the size of the chaotic
attractor.

From this, we can use a linear least squares fit to calculate the MLE. Note that this averaging
is essential to getting useful results,especially for noisy data [42].

Additionally, we can use the MLE to calculate the Lyapunov time )! , i.e., the average amount
of time for errors to grow by a factor of e as

)! =
1

Λmax
. (4.7)
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5. Experiments

In the following set of experiments we explore and compare the LS and GLS methods. We
will analyze the neighborhoods created by the two different approaches as well as the resulting
short and long term RC predictions using these neighborhoods.

5.1 System Characterization

First and foremost, we calculate the MLE of the L96 and KS systems, as we will use it later
to quantify the accuracy of our long term RC predictions.

We do so by using OS as described in section 4.3. Both systems are first simulated using
the parameters and methods described in chapter 4 for 1 × 105 time steps after discarding
the first 2 × 104 time steps to avoid the influence of transient effects on the MLE fit. These
1 × 105 time steps are then used as basis for the OS. From these 1 × 105 trajectory positions,
we take every tenth one, leaving us with 1 × 104 and add to them normally distributed noise
with standard deviation fnoise = 1 × 10−10fdata, with fdata being the standard deviation of the
simulated data. Using the noisy trajectory positions as a new starting point, we simulate the
system for 1500 time steps from each one and compute the separation magnitude from the
initial, noise-less time series.

Lastly, we use a linear least squares fit as described in section 4.3, resulting in Figure 5.1 with
the relevant quantities listed in table 5.1

System Λmax ΔC )! , time steps per )! ,
KS 0.049 0.5 20.4 40.8
L96 0.45 0.05 2.2 45

Table 5.1: MLEs Λmax, time step size ΔC, Lyapunov time )! , and the number of time steps
per )! for the KS and L96 systems.
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Figure 5.1: OS for 1 × 104 diverging trajectories in the (a) KS and (b) L96 system. The
measured data is depicted in blue, the subset used for the linear regression fit in orange, while
the striped green line depicts the resulting linear fit.
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5.2 Parameters

To enable a fair comparison of the different neighborhood generation methods, the RC
hyperparameters are optimized for the LS neighborhoods and then copied for the GLS
neighborhoods without further adjustments. This slightly unorthodox approach is justified
because we will compare the prediction efficacies of GLS and LS. As RC is sensitive on
its hyperparameters [19], our approach of equal hyperparameters makes such a comparison
much more straight forward.

Furthermorewe optimize the hyperparameters for the LS and copy them to theGLS, and not the
other way around, such that that any difference in efficacy resulting from the hyperparameters
can only benefit the LS, the method not introduced in this thesis.

Additionally, this was done with the goal in mind to predict a mixed L96-KS, non-locally
interacting system in section 5.4. As we will see later, the SN approach fails at this task.
Nonetheless, we want to give the SN approach the highest possible chance of succeeding
in this task, even though optimizing its hyperparameters on the mixed L96-KS directly is
fruitless. Therefore we optimize it on the the individual L96 and KS systems simultaneously.

This optimization was done via trial and error for the short term prediction accuracy of both
systems at once, with the goal of finding a hyperparameter set able to learn and predict both
systems in isolation. One hyperparameter not optimized with this approach is the noise we
added to all training data following Vlachas et al. [45]. Without this noise we found the
short term prediction accuracy to often be higher, but at the cost of an increased rate of
failed realizations1, and lower quality long term predictions in general. This noise proved
decisive in minimizing variance between network realizations and reducing the number of
failed realizations, especially for the the L96 system.

Heuristically, we found normally distributed noise with standard deviation fnoise = 1%fdata

where fdata is the standard deviation of the training data, to be a sweet spot.

The hyperparameters used for all RC in this chapter are given in table 5.2

reservoir dimension �A 5000
average node degree ^ 3

spectral radius d 0.5
input coupler scaling l 0.5

ridge regression parameter V 10−6

noise level U 1%

Table 5.2: RC hyperparameters used during chapter 5

1producing only diverging predictions
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The data used in the following sections is simulated as detailed in chapter 4. Transient effects
of the simulated data were discarded before any synchronization, training or prediction took
place. Notably, the first 2 × 104 time steps after the start of a simulation are dropped to make
sure the starting condition of the simulation does not influence the results. Similarly, each
reservoir training and prediction is preceded by 2000 synchronization steps.

Each reservoir network is randomly generated as described in section 2.2. No randomly
generated network was discarded due to unsatisfactory prediction accuracy or any other
reasons.

All reservoirs were trained for a total of 1 × 105 time steps using the noisy training data,
which is a typical training data length for higher dimensional systems [4, 7].

5.3 Locally Interacting Systems

In this section the predictive efficacy of GLS and LS neighborhoods for the locally interacting
L96 and KS systems are compared.

5.3.1 Neighborhoods

In the realistic case of having only a finite amount of measured data, the training data is often
the only data one has to characterize a system. As such, we restrict ourselves to use only this
training data to calculate the neighborhoods. Additionally, as measured time series would
also be noisy in reality, we do not remove the noise added to the training data in section 5.2
when calculating the SMs of the CC and MI neighborhoods. A side effect of this is that the
neighborhoods for each random network realization will look slightly different due to this
noise. Therefore all neighborhoods shown in this thesis are representative examples, but not
uniform for all realizations.

The neighborhoods are calculated as described in section 3.3.1 for a single core and 18
neighbors, in the case of SN and MI neighborhoods, and 28 neighbors, in the case of a CC
neighborhood. Example neighborhoods for the KS and L96 systems are shown in Figure 5.2
and Figure 5.3 respectively. While the SN neighborhoods are defined as a contiguous
set of cores (here just one) and their nearest neighbors, the CC and MI neighborhoods
warrant of a closer look. First and foremost, even though the MI neighborhoods were
calculated dynamically, without directly using the knowledge of KS or L96 being a locally
interacting system, the resulting neighborhoods closely resemble the SN neighborhoods. The
CC neighborhoods in contrast include many dimensions spatially far away from the core,
especially for the L96 system.

This tendency of dimensions spatially distant to the core being included in theCCneighborhood
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Figure 5.2: Example Neighborhoods for the KS system. Each row depicts one dimension of
the time series, while each column represents a neighborhood. Each neighborhood is defined
by the core dimension (yellow) and its neighbors (green). (a) SN neighborhoods. As defined
in section 3.1 the SN neighborhood consists only of a core and its 18 nearest neighbors. (b)
CC neighborhoods. As mentioned in the text, each CC neighborhood consists of a total of 29
dimensions. (c) MI neighborhoods.
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Figure 5.3: Example Neighborhoods for the L96 system. Each row depicts one dimension of
the time series, while each column represents a neighborhood. Each neighborhood is defined
by the core dimension (yellow) and its neighbors (green). (a) SN neighborhoods. As defined
in section 3.1 the SN neighborhood consists only of a core and its 18 nearest neighbors. (b)
CC neighborhoods. As mentioned in the text, each CC neighborhood consists of a total of 29
dimensions. (c) MI neighborhoods.
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is also the reason that CC neighborhoods are larger than the MI and SN ones. While the
neighborhood sizes for SN and MI were chosen to be similar to Pathak’s original paper [4]
which had a total neighborhood size of 202. While for them this results in good predictions,
for the CC SM this leads to essentially all predictions diverging. This is likely the result of
the CC SM not “recognizing" the importance of the core’s nearest neighbors in these systems.
As such, the CC neighborhood size was increased to a total size of 29, the minimum where
no predictions diverged and, not coincidentally, where the core’s nearest neighbors were
consistently included in its neighborhood. CC neighborhoods of size 19, 27 and 29 for the
L96 system are depicted in Figure 5.4. While the real importance of each dimension regarding
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20 400
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Figure 5.4: CC neighborhoods of the L96 system. (a) Total neighborhood size 19, the core
dimensions’ nearest neighbors are not included in the neighborhood. (b) Neighborhood size
27. Only a couple nearest neighbors of the core’s are missing. Nevertheless, this is fatal when
trying to predict the system using these neighborhoods. (c) Neighborhood size 29. All core’s
nearest neighbors are included in the neighborhood.

the prediction of another is of course unknown, this is the problem the SM were defined to
solved for after all, at least for the locally interacting L96 and KS systems studied here, the
core’s spatial nearest neighbors are absolutely crucial for achieving a sensible prediction.

5.3.2 Short Term Predictions

Following section 2.2, 180 distinct random network realizations are generated, 30 for each
system-SM combination, using the hyperparameters of section 5.2. They are then trained as
described in section 5.2 and used to predict the same 300 sections of 10 Lyapunov times (see
table 5.1) length on the chaotic attractor of the L96 and KS systems. Before each prediction,
the reservoirs are synchronized for 2000 steps.

To quantify the short term prediction accuracy, we define the normalized root mean square

2albeit with 8 core dimensions per neighborhood
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error (NRMSE) as

NRMSE( ŷ) =

√〈
( ŷ − y)2

〉
Hmax − Hmin

, (5.1)

where ŷ ∈ R� is the prediction at a single time-step, y ∈ R� the true signal and Hmax (Hmin)
the largest (smallest) value taken of any dimension in the simulated data set.

Short term prediction results are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.

Looking at the short term predictions of the KS system, it is very striking that the averaged
NRMSE of all three neighborhoods coincide more or less exactly. While the same holds
true for the SN and MI neighborhoods of the L96 system, the CC prediction is significantly
worse. This performance drop is likely the result of the CC neighborhood’s inclusion of many
dimensions which are far from the, at least for the locally interacting systems, ostensibly most
important, close region around the core (see Figure 5.3b).

Comparing these results with the short term predictions of similarly sized KS and L96 systems
reveals that we achieve slightly worse but nonetheless comparable performance for both. [4,6]
Considering that our hyperparameters were optimized for two different systems at the same
time, a slight performance drop in the short term prediction accuracy was to be expected.

It should be noted that the method stability shown here is remarkable, as often RC algorithms
have a much larger spread of prediction qualities between different random networks [19]. This
stability is almost certainly attributable partly to finding the correct hyperparameters for the
systems at hand, as suboptimally chosen hyperparameters often leave the best predictions intact
while increasing the variance towards bad/completely failed predictions drastically. [6, 19]
However, the role of the noise added to the training data in achieving this stability, especially
for the L96 system, can not be understated either. Additionally it should be noted that, as is
typical for RC, the variance in short term NRMSE between different starting positions on the
attractor is much larger than the variance for different random network realizations. This is
demonstrated in appendix A.2.

5.3.3 Climate Reproduction

Not only short term prediction accuracy is important when it comes to judging the quality
of a reservoir’s understanding of the underlying true data. The long term statistical, often
called climate, properties of a system are, depending on the application, equally if not more
important.
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Figure 5.5: Short term prediction of the KS system. (a) Actual KS simulation data. (b-d)
Exemplary error in the RC prediction when using the (b) SN, (c)CC and (d)MI neighborhoods.
(e) NRMSE of SN, CC, and MI prediction data averaged over first the 300 predicted sections
and then the 30 network realizations. The error bands correspond to the 3f standard deviation
of the random network realizations. We multiply C by the MLE Λmax of the model, so that
each unit on the horizontal axis represents one Lyapunov time.
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Figure 5.6: Short term prediction of the L96 system. (a) Actual L96 simulation data.
(b-d) Exemplary error in the RC prediction when using the (b) SN, (c) CC and (d) MI
neighborhoods. (e) NRMSE of SN, CC, and MI prediction data averaged over first the 300
predicted sections and then the 30 network realizations. The error bands correspond to the
3f standard deviation of the random network realizations.
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Probability Distribution Functions

One measure of a systems climate is the probability distribution function (PDF), which can be
estimated via a simple histogram. For this purpose we let each of our reservoirs predict three
distinct sections of the systems attractor each 1000 Lyapunov times in length. For the purpose
of PDF estimation the three resulting predictions and reference data sets from the simulation
are treated as one single data set of 3000 Lyapunov times length. The resulting 40 dimensional
datasets are flattened, creating two one dimensional time series of 40 × 3000 × 3 = 1.2 × 105

Lyapunov time length which are used to build the histogram. The histograms themselves
consist of 100 equally sized bins. To make comparison easy, they are chosen such that bin
position and size for the simulated and predicted time series histograms are the same.

Looking at the PDF calculated for the KS system in Figure 5.7 it is clear that the CC
neighborhood is able to reproduce the underlying simulated data the best, with excellent
agreement even at the tails of the distribution. Next best is the MI which, while still showing
close agreement at the core of the distribution, exhibits a divergence at the tails mainly by
assuming values of greater magnitude than are ever reached in the simulated dataset. This
pattern continues with the SN which shows the same divergence behavior as the MI RC, only
at a more prominently.

The explanation for this is that both the MI RC as well as the SN RC seem to “get stuck” in
different parts of the attractor when predicting independently for a long time. Crucially, this
is not a full breakdown of the trajectory dynamics as can be seen when looking at exemplary
trajectory slices, individual realization PDFs and the longterm NRMSE depicted in Figure 5.8
Looking at the predicted data more closely, one finds the characteristic shapes and length
scales of the KS still intact, but with the normally almost horizontal lines showing a clear
drift to lower or higher dimensions respectively. While this behavior is also present in the
simulated KS data, this is the case only for much shorter durations of at most a couple
Lyapunov times, while the predicted data manifests this shift for hundreds of Lyapunov times
or more. Notably no clear separation between the start and end of such a the shift period is
visible in the NRMSEs even though the effect on the PDFs is immediately noticeable.

This is especially interesting as the SN and MI neighborhoods for the KS system are almost
the same (see Figure 5.2), meaning that the resulting difference in climate reproduction ability
must come from the few outliers, far removed from the ostensibly most important closest
neighbors. These results indicate that even for purely locally interacting systems there might
be something to gain from using the GLS approach over the conventional LS one, or at least
further reinforces the importance of small amounts of randomness to get high quality long
term predictions from RC.

The L96 PDFs presented in Figure 5.9 on the other hand are up to and including the
distribution’s tails in excellent agreement with the simulated data for all three neighborhood
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Figure 5.7: PDF for the longterm predictions of the KS system. The PDFs are estimated via
two superimposed 100 bin histograms of the simulated (gray) and the predicted (orange) data
of the (a) SN, (b) CC and (c) MI Neighborhoods. Each entry in the histogram is generated by
the prediction/simulation of a single dimension value, with the dataset coming from three
1000 Lyapunov time long sequences. The errorbars represent the 1f standard deviation of
the predicted histogram bins. 29
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Figure 5.8: SN example realizations exhibiting the PDF shift. (a)-(b) Predictions of the KS
system, qualitatively different than the simulated data. (c)-(d) NRMSEs over a full 1000
Lyapunov times corresponding to the predictions shown in (a) and (b) respectively. (e)-(f)
PDFs corresponding to the NRMSEs depicted in (c) and (d). A clear shift of the entire
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Figure 5.9: PDFs for the longterm predictions of the L96 system. The PDFs are estimated
via two superimposed 100 bin histograms of the simulated (gray) and the predicted (orange)
data of the (a) SN, (b) CC and (c) MI Neighborhoods. Each entry in the histogram is
generated by the prediction/simulation of a single dimension value, with the dataset coming
from three 1000 Lyapunov time long sequences. The errorbars represent the 1f standard
deviation of the predicted histogram bins.
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types. This is one more small surprise as the comparatively worse L96 CC NRMSE does not
seem to effect the long term PDFs at all.

Lyapunov Exponents

Using the OS method introduced in section 4.3 we can calculate the MLEs of the predictions
as another characteristic to quantify long term prediction accuracy.

We base the OS calculation on the same three 1000 Lyapunov time long term prediction
datasets that generated the PDFs in the previous section. For each of the 30 realizations we
choose 100 trajectory positions uniformly distributed in the first of the three long term datasets
as starting point for the orbit separation. In the next step, we synchronize the reservoirs that
originally created the data for at least 2000 time steps before each starting point.

Once reached, we add normally distributed noise with standard deviation fnoise = 1 × 10−10fr

to the internal reservoir states. From this perturbed internal state, we let the reservoir predict
1500 time steps and compute the separation magnitude to the unperturbed predicted time
series. This is repeated for each of the three long term datasets for each of the 30 realizations
for a total of 9000 measured separation magnitudes.

Lastly, we again use a linear least squares fit to calculate the MLEs listing the results in
table 5.4. As with the PDFs, the MLEs show excellent agreement with the MLEs calculated
directly from the simulations. Notably, this is true even for the SN and MI neighborhoods

System SIM SN CC MI
KS 0.049 0.046 ± 0.004 0.048 ± 0.002 0.048 ± 0.002
L96 0.45 0.43 ± 0.05 0.47 ± 0.04 0.44 ± 0.04

Table 5.3: MLEs calculated via the OS method for the simulated (SIM) and predicted
trajectories using the SN, CC and MI neighborhoods for the KS and L96 data. The errors
represent the 1f standard deviation between network realizations.

in the KS system with the only noticeable difference being a slightly larger variance for the
SN neighborhood. Therefore, due to the relatively low impact on the MLE, the previously
mentioned behavior of the prediction getting "stuck" in a part of the attractor, might have
never been discovered without calculating the PDFs. This highlights the need for multiple
analysis methods when quantifying the climate reproduction of a prediction.

5.4 Combined System Prediction

To test the usefulness of GLS for non-locally interacting systems we use the KS and L96
systems to artificially create a non-locally interacting test system. As depicted in Figure 5.10
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we do this by concatenating both systems and then randomly shuffling the 80 dimensions
of the combined system. As this combined system now is a composite of two systems with
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Figure 5.10: Concatenated System (a) Simulated data combined from the L96 (dimensions
1-40) and KS (dimensions 41-80) systems. (b) Simulated data as in (a) with the dimensions
shuffled. The time axis is scaled by the MLE Λmax of the KS model.

different time steps, it does not have a well defined Lyapunov exponent any more. For the
sake of consistency we nonetheless continue the time axis rescaling in terms of Lyapunov
exponents. For this we now using the larger of the two system’s time steps per Lyapunov time
as calculated in table 5.1, hence at worst slightly underestimating our short term prediction
results in section 5.4.1.

As before, we can also calculate the SN, CC and MI neighborhoods for this new concatenated
system. The CC and MI neighborhoods are shown in Figure 5.11. The SN neighborhoods
have been omitted from this Figure as they are, by definition, always the same. Fascinatingly,
both the CC and MI neighborhoods in the combined but not shuffled systems look like they
are composed of the individual system’s neighborhoods. In fact, exactly this is the case as
both the CC and the MI SMs are able to completely separate the KS and L96 systems.

As will become crucial in the next section, the neighborhoods for the shuffled system have
been calculated from shuffled data directly and not, as one might assume, been calculated for
the un-shuffled combined system and then shuffled in tandem with the simulated data.

5.4.1 Short Term Predictions

Using the same procedure as in section 5.3.2 we quantify the short term prediction accuracy
using the NRMSE. The results are shown in Figure 5.12. Immediately noticeable is the
almost instant divergence of all SN predictions. This is of course expected, considering the
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Figure 5.11: Neighborhoods of the concatenated L96 and KS systems. (a) is the CC and
(b) the MI neighborhoods for the concatenated, un-shuffled system. Dimension 1-40 of the
data used to compute these neighborhoods come from the L96 system with dimensions 41-80
originating from the KS simulation In (c) the CC and (d) the MI neighborhoods for the
shuffled system are shown.
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Figure 5.12: Shuffled system short prediction comparison. (a) Simulated data of the
combined shuffled KS-L96 system. (b-d) Exemplary error in the RC prediction when using
the (b) SN, (c) CC and (d) MI neighborhoods. The color scale of the diverging prediction
was cut to the ensure legibility of the other plots (e) NRMSE of SN, CC, and MI prediction
data averaged over first the 300 predicted sections and then the 30 network realizations. The
error bands correspond to the 3f standard deviation of the random network realizations.
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SN neighborhood’s assume a locally interacting system which the shuffled system is not.
Furthermore the CC and MI neighborhood’s NRMSE is the combination of the individual
system’s NRMSE which again, makes sense due to the perfect separation between the L96
and the KS system shown in Figure 5.11.

5.4.2 Climate Reproduction

For the long term statistical analysis we also use the same procedure as before with the
exception of omitting the MLE calculation which, as mentioned, is not well defined due
to the different time step sizes of the sub-systems. The CC and MI PDFs are depicted in
Figure 5.13. Again, the PDFs show excellent agreement. From the neighborhoods depicted in
Figure 5.11 this could have been predicted as the complete separation of the two subsystems
means that the corresponding RCs also do not interact. Hence the computed histograms
for the combined system are, in this case literally, the added histograms of the independent
sub-system predictions.
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Figure 5.13: PDFs for the longterm predictions of the combined and shuffled KS-L96
system. The PDFs are estimated via two superimposed 100 bin histograms of the simulated
(gray) and the predicted (orange) data of the (a) CC or (b) MI Neighborhood. Each entry in
the histogram is generated by the prediction of a single dimension value, with the dataset
coming from the prediction of three 1000 Lyapunov time long sequences. The error bars
represent the 1f standard deviation of the predicted histogram bins.
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5.5 GLS Neighborhoods in higher Dimensions

As GLS is to a large part a complexity reduction method, its scalability to higher dimensional
systems than considered so far is essential for its wide spread usefulness. To demonstrate this
scaling behavior one could repeat the preceding analyses for very high dimensional input but,
due to the large amount of computation time required, this is outside the scope of this thesis.

Considering that we have shown RC being more than capable of learning and predicting the
L96 and KS systems using the GLS neighborhoods, we also do not need to do so, as long
as we can demonstrate the higher dimensional neighborhoods to have the same properties
allowing the CC and MI neighborhoods to create high quality prediction in the 40 dimensional
system. Namely that, for locally interacting systems, the core’s nearest spatial neighbors are
included in the GLS neighborhoods.

Therefore, we will demonstrate the scalability of GLS to higher dimensional input by
simulating the KS and L96 equations using a larger system dimension of � = 400. For this,
we keep all other system parameters, notably L96’s forcing � = 5 as well KS’s system size
! = 22, unchanged.

We use OS to calculate the MLEs of the higher dimensional systems. As listed in table 5.4
we find them to again be chaotic, making them suitable example systems.

System � = 40 � = 400
KS 0.049 0.047
L96 0.45 0.62

Table 5.4: MLEs calculated via the OS method for the simulated KS and L96 of different
dimension �. All other system parameters of the L96 and KS systems remain unchanged.

Generating the neighborhoods as before, we find that the MI neighborhoods do not need
any adjustments to accurately reproduce the local neighborhoods around each core. The CC
neighborhoods on the other hand need a slightly increased neighborhood size of 33 compared
to the 27 of the 40 dimensional L96 to also include the core’s nearest neighbors which,
as discussed, is paramount for a working prediction. The resulting neighborhoods for the
individual, as well as for the combined systems are shown in Figure 5.14

Even though the CC neighborhood elements include dimensions much farther out from the
core than in the MI neighborhoods, both are still very much clustered around the cores.
Furthermore, we note that neighborhoods for the combined system show that the separation
between the two sub systems works even for very large dimensions. Crucially though, the
adjustment needed for the CC neighborhood to reconstruct the core’s local neighborhoods
including its nearest neighbors is minimal. For the MI SMs no adjustment was needed at all.
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Combining the knowledge that this reproduction of the local neighborhoods is usually the key
for predicting locally interacting systems, or at least is the key for the KS and L96 systems
studied here, with the results from Pathak et. al. [4], predicting KS systems of this dimension
and larger using similarly sized SN neighborhoods, gives a strong indication that at least
for the case of the individual and combined L96 and KS systems, scaling GLS to large
dimensions works.

5.6 Clustering

To see if clustering of cores can be achieved with GLS we start by again looking at the
individual L96 and KS systems, simulated as in section 5.3.

5.6.1 Locally Interacting Systems

The single core neighborhoods are computed as discussed in section 3.3.1. Additionally, we
also divide the 40 dimensional system into neighborhoods with an average of two, four and
eight core dimensions, resulting in a total of 20, 10 and 5 total neighborhoods.

For the SN neighborhoods this is easily done by taking adjacent sets of input dimensions as
cores and the spatially closest remaining dimensions as neighbors. The result of this process
is depicted in Figure 5.15.

20 400
Neighborhood

200

x 20

40

0

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Neighbor
Core

Else

0 10 0 5

Figure 5.15: SN Neighborhoods for a 40 dimensional system with (a) one (b) two (c) four
(d) eight cores per neighborhood. The total neighborhood size of 19 is the same for all cases.

For the CC and MI neighborhoods we use the agglomerative clustering algorithm described
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in section 3.3.2 resulting in the neighborhoods depicted in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. All of the
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(c)

Figure 5.16: Clustered CC neighborhoods for the (a)-(d) KS and (e)-(h) L96 systems. The
neighborhoods have an average of one (a, e), two (b, f) four (c,g) or eight (d, h) cores.

computed neighborhoods include the dimensions around each core as neighbor, with the only
exception being the clustered CC neighborhoods for the L96 system. (Figure 5.16f-h). As the
systems simulated here are all locally interacting systems, this failure to reproduce the local
neighborhood around the cores inevitably leads to a failed prediction as we discussed during
section 5.3.1 .

Nonetheless, we can again use these neighborhoods to compute the short and long term
predictions for the L96 and KS systems using the same procedure and hyperparameters as in
section 5.3. The short term prediction results are given in Figures 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20.

Starting with the obvious outlier of the L96 CC predictions of Figure 5.19b we see that the
predictions diverge quickly for all cases with more than one core. As mentioned, this is a
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Figure 5.17: Clustered MI neighborhoods for the (a)-(d) KS and (e)-(h) L96 systems. The
neighborhoods have an average of one (a, e), two (b, f) four (c,g) or eight (d, h) cores
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Figure 5.18: SN short term predictions for neighborhoods with an average of one (SN-1),
two (SN-2), four (SN-4), and eight (SN-8) cores for the (a) KS and (b) L96 systems. The
error bands correspond to the 3f standard deviation of the random network realizations.
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Figure 5.19: CC short term predictions for neighborhoods with an average of one (CC-1),
two (CC-2), four (CC-4), and eight (CC-8) cores for the (a) KS and (b) L96 systems. The
error bands correspond to the 3f standard deviation of the random network realizations.
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Figure 5.20: MI short term predictions for neighborhoods with an average of one (MI-1),
two (MI-2), four (MI-4), and eight (MI-8) cores for the (a) KS and (b) L96 systems. The
error bands correspond to the 3f standard deviation of the random network realizations.

case of the core’s local nearest neighbors not being included in the neighborhood. All other
clustered neighborhoods achieve the same performance as their non-clustered counterparts.

Calculating the MLEs in the same manner as previously we find that, with exception of the
diverging L96 CC neighborhoods, all calculated MLEs agree very well with the simulated
values. The MLEs are listed in table 5.5.

Additionally, the PDFs of the clustered SN and MI do not exhibit the same shift their single
core counterparts do (see section 5.3.3) which is further reflected in the decreased variance of
SN-2, SN-4 and SN-8 compared to SN-1.

The results are notable, not only because it is evident that the agglomerative clustering
algorithm works as intended, but also because the neighborhoods with more cores are much
faster to train and predict with. This speed-up is a direct result of the parallelizability as
mentioned in section 3.1. Theoretically, neighborhoods with an average of eight cores
could be up to eight times faster than their single core counterparts while achieving at least
equivalent performance.

Finally, while neighborhood sizes exist for which the CC neighborhoods deliver accurate
predictions, in practice they turn out to be too large to be useful. For e.g. CC-8 and the 40
dimensional L96 predicted here, this neighborhood size turns out to be 39. Therefore, we
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System SIM SN-1 SN-2 SN-4 SN-8
KS 0.049 0.046 ± 0.004 0.047 ± 0.002 0.049 ± 0.002 0.048 ± 0.002
L96 0.45 0.43 ± 0.05 0.42 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.04 0.44 ± 0.04

System SIM CC-1 CC-2 CC-4 CC-8
KS 0.049 0.048 ± 0.002 0.048 ± 0.002 0.050 ± 0.002 0.049 ± 0.003
L96 0.45 0.47 ± 0.04 – – –

System SIM MI-1 MI-2 MI-4 MI-8
KS 0.049 0.048 ± 0.002 0.048 ± 0.001 0.049 ± 0.002 0.050 ± 0.003
L96 0.45 0.44 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.02

Table 5.5: MLEs calculated via the OS method for the simulated (SIM) and predicted
trajectories of the KS and L96. The predictions are grouped by the similarity measure (SN,
CC or MI) and the average number of core dimensions present in each neighborhood (1, 2, 4
or 8). The errors represent the 1f standard deviation between network realizations.

kept the neighborhood size of 29 here and in the following, as it more accurately showcases
the problems of using CC as a SM.

5.6.2 Combined Systems Clustering

Considering the promising results achieved by agglomerative clustering for the individual
systems, expecting similarly good predictions when applying clustering to the combined
system from section 5.4 is very reasonable. Somewhat counterintuitively, agglomerative
clustering for the combined system does not work. As can be seen in Figure 5.21 the clustering
of neighborhoods for both MI and CC results in a very uneven distribution of cores between
the neighborhoods.

While in principle still better than randomly distributing dimensions between neighborhoods,
in practice it does not make a difference as, with the exception of some 40 dimensional
MI neighborhoods, most predictions using these neighborhoods diverge. This result is
fundamentally tied to how agglomerative clustering works, namely that there is no limit to
the cluster size it can create. While uneven cluster sizes can be an advantage, e.g. when the
data is composed of smaller, internally interacting subgroups of different sizes, it can also
lead to results as shown here.

5.6.3 Higher Dimensional clustered Neighborhoods

Using the same 400 dimensional systems and neighborhood sizes as in section 5.5 we compute
the two, four and eight core neighborhoods resulting in Figure 5.22.

For the 400 dimensional individual systems the clustered neighborhoods exhibit the same
behavior as for the 40 dimensional clustering, namely that, besides the L96 CC clustering, all
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Figure 5.21: CC-2 and MI-2 neighborhoods for (a)-(b) the 40 dimensional and (c)-(d) the
400 dimensional combined L96-KS. (a) and (c) are CC, (b) and (d) are MI neighborhoods.
The insets in (c) and (d) are magnifications of the left center area of each plot.

neighborhoods consist of a mostly cohesive group of cores surrounded by neighbors, which
as discussed is the main condition for a good prediction of the locally interacting systems
studied here. This gives a strong indication that the clustering of L96 and KS is generalizable
to arbitrary dimensions.
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Figure 5.22: CC and MI neighborhoods for the 400 dimensional (a)-(f) KS and (g)-(l) L96
systems. (a)-(c) and (g)-(i) are CC, while (d)-(f) and (j)-(l) are MI neighborhoods. The insets
in (a), (d), (g) and (j) are magnifications of representative parts of the neighborhoods.
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6. Conclusion and Outlook

This thesis introduced the method of GLS, an extension of Pathak et al.’s LS [4] approach by
generalizing spatial locality to the concept of similarity using the information measures CC
and MI.

We demonstrated this approach by using RC to reproduce the short and the long term statistics
achieved by LS in the locally interacting L96 and KS systems without explicitly using this
local interaction.

Furthermore, we created a non-locally interacting system by first concatenating and then
shuffling the dimensions of L96 and KS. We then accurately predicted this system using GLS
while the conventional LS approach failed completely.

In the next step we further improved the scalability of GLS by using agglomerative clustering
to group the most similar input dimensions as cores of the same neighborhoods. While
agglomerative clustering was not able to generate useful neighborhoods for the mixed L96-KS
system, it accurately grouped the dimensions in three out of four cases, only failing when
applying the CC SM to the L96 system.

Additionally, we demonstrated the successful scaling of single core and clustered GLS
neighborhoods to high dimensions in all systems where they were able to create accurate
predictions in the lower dimensional case.

We want to again emphasize that the working principle of the GLS approach does not depend
on our choice of ML technique, illustrative systems, or SMs. Rather, GLS is a very broad
concept, allowing the grouping of time series by their similarity and using these groupings to
infer the future of said time series.

Nonetheless, while substantial results have been achieved, multiple new opportunities and
potential improvements were uncovered during this thesis. First and foremost, GLS has yet to
be applied on real experimental data with a non-local interaction structure. Such data with
purely abstract connections can for example be found in financial markets.

The choice of SM is another aspect that has yet to be investigated in more detail. While this
thesis has shown that the MI delivers consistently better results than the CC, many more
choices as SM are possible. Causal measures, like the transfer entropy, or one of the many
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extensions of MI could allow a significant increase in the SM’s efficacy when calculating the
most relevant neighbors for any given core. In the analysis of more complicated or noisy data,
this could prove crucial.

Additionally, while we layed the foundation for the clustering of core dimensions, further work
in this area seems worthwhile. Not only does clustering come with a significant decrease in
computation time, it could also enable a further increase in neighborhood quality by grouping
inherently tied dimensions, such as position and velocity of a particle, to be predicted together.

Lastly, expanding the measure of similarity to take changes over time into account, for example
in the relationships between humans, could open up yet another new field of problems GLS
could be used for.
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Glossary

ANN artificial neural network. 3, 7, 11

CC cross-correlation. 1, 2, 9–11, 22–28, 32–36, 38–41, 43–47, 49

ETDRK4 exponential time-differencing fourth-order Runge-Kutta. 14

FFN feed forward network. 3, 4

GLS generalized local states. 1, 2, 7, 13, 16, 19, 21, 22, 32, 38, 40, 49, 50

KS Kuramoto-Sivashinsky. 1, 2, 9, 14, 15, 19–26, 28–30, 32–34, 36, 38–47, 49, 55, 58

L96 Lorenz-96. 1, 2, 5, 13, 14, 19–25, 27, 28, 31–34, 36, 38–47, 49, 59

LS local states. 1, 2, 13, 19, 21, 22, 49

MI mutual information. 1, 2, 9–11, 22, 24–28, 32–36, 38–40, 42, 44–47, 49, 50

ML machine learning. 1, 3–5, 49

MLE maximal Lyapunov exponent. 2, 16, 17, 19, 26, 32, 33, 36, 38, 44, 45

NRMSE normalized root mean square error. 24–28, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 58, 59

OS orbit separation. 16, 19, 20, 32, 38, 45

PDF probability distribution function. 28–32, 36, 37, 44

RC reservoir computing. 1, 3–5, 7, 13, 16, 19, 21, 25–28, 35, 36, 38, 49

RNN recurrent neural network. 3

SM similarity measure. 1, 2, 9–12, 22, 24, 33, 38, 45, 49, 50

SN spatial neighborhood. 11, 21–28, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 40, 44, 45
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A. Appendix

A.1 Kuramoto-Sivashinsky Simulation Details

Shown here are a comparison of our KS simulation with the one published by Kassam
et.al. [37] in Figure A.1 as well as the python code used to produce it and all other KS
simulations of this thesis.

300 6000
Time Step

x 64

128

0

(a) (b) 3

-3
300 6000

Time Step

Figure A.1: Comparison of KS simulations using the same initial condition and parameters
# = 128, ! = 100, 3C = 0.25. (a) Simulation published by Kassam et.al. [37]. The color bar
is omitted, as was done in the original paper. Modified from [37] (b) Our simulation using
the code given in A.1

import numpy as np

def _kuramoto_sivashinsky(dimensions, system_size, dt, time_steps, starting_point):

""" This function simulates the Kuramoto�Sivashinsky PDE

The underlying algorithm is called ETDRK4, see Kassam et al. 2005 for details

Args:

dimensions (int): nr. of dimensions of the system grid

system_size (int): physical size of the system
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dt (float): time step size

time_steps (int): nr. of time steps to simulate

starting_point (np.ndarray): starting point for the simulation of shape

(dimensions, )

Returns:

(np.ndarray): simulated trajectory of shape (time_steps, dimensions)

"""

# No. of grid points in real space (and hence dimensionality of the output)

n = dimensions

# system size

size = system_size

# Define initial conditions and Fourier Transform them

if starting_point is None:

# Use the starting point from the Kassam_2005 paper

x = size * np.transpose(np.conj(np.arange(1, n + 1))) / n

u = np.cos(2 * np.pi * x / size) * (1 + np.sin(2 * np.pi * x / size))

else:

# x = starting_point

u = starting_point

v = np.fft.fft(u)

h = dt # time step

nmax = time_steps # No. of time steps to simulate

# Wave numbers

k = np.transpose(

np.conj(np.concatenate((np.arange(0, n / 2), np.array([0]),

np.arange(-n / 2 + 1, 0))))) * 2 * np.pi / size

L = k ** 2 - k ** 4

E = np.exp(h * L)

E_2 = np.exp(h * L / 2)

M = int(np.ceil(size/(2 * np.pi)))

r = np.exp(1j * np.pi * (np.arange(1, M + 1) - 0.5) / M)

LR = h * np.transpose(np.repeat([L], M, axis=0)) + np.repeat([r], n, axis=0)

Q = h * np.real(np.mean((np.exp(LR / 2) - 1) / LR, axis=1))

f1 = h * np.real(

np.mean((-4 - LR + np.exp(LR) * (4 - 3 * LR + LR ** 2)) / LR ** 3,

axis=1))

f2 = h * np.real(

np.mean((2 + LR + np.exp(LR) * (-2 + LR)) / LR ** 3, axis=1))
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f3 = h * np.real(

np.mean((-4 - 3 * LR - LR ** 2 + np.exp(LR) * (4 - LR)) / LR ** 3,

axis=1))

# List of Real space solutions, later converted to a np.array

uu = [np.array(u)]

g = -0.5j * k

# ETDRK4 steps in FT space

for n in range(1, nmax + 1):

Nv = g * np.fft.fft(np.real(np.fft.ifft(v)) ** 2)

a = E_2 * v + Q * Nv

Na = g * np.fft.fft(np.real(np.fft.ifft(a)) ** 2)

b = E_2 * v + Q * Na

Nb = g * np.fft.fft(np.real(np.fft.ifft(b)) ** 2)

c = E_2 * a + Q * (2 * Nb - Nv)

Nc = g * np.fft.fft(np.real(np.fft.ifft(c)) ** 2)

v = E * v + Nv * f1 + 2 * (Na + Nb) * f2 + Nc * f3

u = np.real(np.fft.ifft(v))

uu.append(np.array(u))

uu = np.array(uu)

return uu
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A.2 Realization vs Starting Position Variance
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Figure A.2: NRMSE for the KS prediction done in 5.3.2. (a) NRMSE averaged first over
all 300 different starting positions and then again over all 30 random network realizations.
The error bands correspond to the 3f standard deviation of the random network realizations
of only this latter set, the 30 realizations. (b) NRMSE averaged over all 9000 independent
predictions at once. The error bands correspond to the 1f standard deviation of these 9000
distinct predictions.
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Figure A.3: NRMSE for the L96 prediction done in 5.3.2. (a) NRMSE averaged first over
all 300 different starting positions and then again over all 30 random network realizations.
The error bands correspond to the 3f standard deviation of the random network realizations
of only this latter set, the 30 realizations. (b) NRMSE averaged over all 9000 independent
predictions at once. The error bands correspond to the 1f standard deviation of these 9000
distinct predictions.
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A.3 Anaconda Environment

In the interest of reproducibility, listed here is the full environment file for the open source
package distribution software Anaconda [46]. All code was written in Python 3.7.5 [47]. and
executed using the packages specified in the following environment.

name: rc_env
channels:
- defaults
dependencies:
- _anaconda_depends=2019.03=py37_0
- _ipyw_jlab_nb_ext_conf=0.1.0=py37_0
- _libgcc_mutex=0.1=main
- alabaster=0.7.12=py37_0
- anaconda=custom=py37_1
- anaconda-client=1.7.2=py37_0
- anaconda-navigator=1.9.7=py37_0
- anaconda-project=0.8.4=py_0
- argh=0.26.2=py37_0
- asn1crypto=1.2.0=py37_0
- astroid=2.3.3=py37_0
- astropy=3.2.3=py37h7b6447c_0
- atomicwrites=1.3.0=py37_1
- attrs=19.3.0=py_0
- autopep8=1.4.4=py_0
- babel=2.7.0=py_0
- backcall=0.1.0=py37_0
- backports=1.0=py_2
- backports.functools_lru_cache=1.6.1=py_0
- backports.os=0.1.1=py37_0
- backports.shutil_get_terminal_size=1.0.0=py37_2
- backports.tempfile=1.0=py_1
- backports.weakref=1.0.post1=py_1
- beautifulsoup4=4.8.1=py37_0
- bitarray=1.1.0=py37h7b6447c_0
- bkcharts=0.2=py37_0
- blas=1.0=mkl - bleach=3.1.0=py37_0
- blosc=1.16.3=hd408876_0
- bokeh=1.4.0=py37_0
- boto=2.49.0=py37_0
- bottleneck=1.3.1=py37hdd07704_0

- bzip2=1.0.8=h7b6447c_0
- ca-certificates=2020.6.24=0
- cairo=1.14.12=h8948797_3
- certifi=2020.6.20=py37_0
- cffi=1.14.0=py37h2e261b9_0
- chardet=3.0.4=py37003
- click=7.0=py37_0
- cloudpickle=1.2.2=py_0
- clyent=1.2.2=py37_1
- colorama=0.4.3=py_0
- conda-package-handling=1.6.0=py37h7b6447c_0
- conda-verify=3.4.2=py_1
- contextlib2=0.6.0.post1=py_0
- cryptography=2.8=py37h1ba5d50_0
- curl=7.67.0=hbc83047_0
- cycler=0.10.0=py37_0
- cython=0.29.15=py37he6710b0_0
- cytoolz=0.10.1=py37h7b6447c_0
- dask=2.9.0=py_0
- dask-core=2.9.0=py_0
- dbus=1.13.12=h746ee38_0
- decorator=4.4.1=py_0
- defusedxml=0.6.0=py_0
- diff-match-patch=20181111=py_0
- distributed=2.9.0=py_0
- docutils=0.15.2=py37_0
- entrypoints=0.3=py37_0
- et_xmlfile=1.0.1=py37_0
- expat=2.2.6=he6710b0_0
- fastcache=1.1.0=py37h7b6447c_0
- filelock=3.0.12=py_0
- flake8=3.7.9=py37_0
- flask=1.1.1=py_0
- fontconfig=2.13.0=h9420a91_0
- freetype=2.9.1=h8a8886c_1
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- fribidi=1.0.5=h7b6447c_0
- fsspec=0.6.0=py_0
- future=0.18.2=py37_0
- get_terminal_size=1.0.0=haa9412d_0
- gevent=1.4.0=py37h7b6447c_0
- glib=2.63.1=h5a9c865_0
- glob2=0.7=py_0
- gmp=6.1.2=h6c8ec71_1
- gmpy2=2.0.8=py37h10f8cd9_2
- graphite2=1.3.13=h23475e2_0
- greenlet=0.4.15=py37h7b6447c_0
- gst-plugins-base=1.14.0=hbbd80ab_1
- gstreamer=1.14.0=hb453b48_1
- h5py=2.9.0=py37h7918eee_0
- harfbuzz=1.8.8=hffaf4a1_0
- hdf5=1.10.4=hb1b8bf9_0
- heapdict=1.0.1=py_0
- html5lib=1.0.1=py37_0
- hypothesis=4.44.2=py37_0
- icu=58.2=h9c2bf20_1
- idna=2.8=py37_0
- imageio=2.6.1=py37_0
- imagesize=1.1.0=py37_0
- importlib_metadata=1.3.0=py37_0
- intel-openmp=2019.4=243
- intervaltree=3.0.2=py_0
- ipykernel=5.1.3=py37h39e3cac_1
- ipython=7.10.2=py37h39e3cac_0
- ipython_genutils=0.2.0=py37_0
- ipywidgets=7.5.1=py_0
- isort=4.3.21=py37_0
- itsdangerous=1.1.0=py37_0
- jbig=2.1=hdba287a_0
- jdcal=1.4.1=py_0
- jedi=0.14.1=py37_0
- jeepney=0.4.1=py_0
- jinja2=2.10.3=py_0
- joblib=0.14.1=py_0
- jpeg=9b=h024ee3a_2
- json5=0.8.5=py_0
- jsonschema=3.2.0=py37_0

- jupyter=1.0.0=py37_7
- jupyter_client=5.3.4=py37_0
- jupyter_console=6.0.0=py37_0
- jupyter_core=4.6.1=py37_0
- jupyterlab=1.2.3=pyhf63ae98_0
- jupyterlab_server=1.0.6=py_0
- keyring=19.2.0=py37_0
- kiwisolver=1.1.0=py37he6710b0_0
- krb5=1.16.4=h173b8e3_0
- lazy-object-proxy=1.4.3=py37h7b6447c_0
- libarchive=3.3.3=h5d8350f_5
- libcurl=7.67.0=h20c2e04_0
- libedit=3.1.20181209=hc058e9b_0
- libffi=3.2.1=hd88cf55_4
- libgcc-ng=9.1.0=hdf63c60_0
- libgfortran-ng=7.3.0=hdf63c60_0
- liblief=0.9.0=h7725739_2
- libpng=1.6.37=hbc83047_0
- libsodium=1.0.16=h1bed415_0
- libspatialindex=1.9.3=he6710b0_0
- libssh2=1.8.2=h1ba5d50_0
- libstdcxx-ng=9.1.0=hdf63c60_0
- libtiff=4.1.0=h2733197_0
- libtool=2.4.6=h7b6447c_5
- libuuid=1.0.3=h1bed415_2
- libxcb=1.13=h1bed415_1
- libxml2=2.9.9=hea5a465_1
- libxslt=1.1.33=h7d1a2b0_0
- llvmlite=0.30.0=py37hd408876_0
- locket=0.2.0=py37_1
- lxml=4.4.2=py37hefd8a0e_0
- lz4-c=1.8.1.2=h14c3975_0
- lzo=2.10=h49e0be7_2
- markupsafe=1.1.1=py37h7b6447c_0
- matplotlib=3.1.1=py37h5429711_0
- mccabe=0.6.1=py37_1
- mistune=0.8.4=py37h7b6447c_0
- mkl=2019.4=243
- mkl-service=2.3.0=py37he904b0f_0
- mkl_fft=1.0.15=py37ha843d7b_0
- mkl_random=1.1.0=py37hd6b4f25_0
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- mock=3.0.5=py37_0
- more-itertools=7.2.0=py37_0
- mpc=1.1.0=h10f8cd9_1
- mpfr=4.0.1=hdf1c602_3
-mpi=1.0=mpich -mpi4py=3.0.3=py37h028fd6f_0
- mpich=3.3.2=hc856adb_0
- mpmath=1.1.0=py37_0
- msgpack-python=0.6.1=py37hfd86e86_1
- multipledispatch=0.6.0=py37_0
- navigator-updater=0.2.1=py37_0
- nbconvert=5.6.1=py37_0
- nbformat=4.4.0=py37_0
- ncurses=6.1=he6710b0_1
- networkx=2.4=py_0
- nltk=3.4.5=py37_0
- nose=1.3.7=py37_2
- notebook=6.0.2=py37_0
- numba=0.46.0=py37h962f231_0
- numexpr=2.7.0=py37hd81dba3_0
- numpy=1.17.4=py37hc1035e2_0
- numpy-base=1.17.4=py37hde5b4d6_0
- numpydoc=0.9.1=py_0
- olefile=0.46=py37_0
- openpyxl=3.0.2=py_0
- openssl=1.1.1g=h7b6447c_0
- packaging=19.2=py_0
- pandas=0.25.3=py37he6710b0_0
- pandoc=2.2.3.2=0
- pandocfilters=1.4.2=py37_1
- pango=1.42.4=h049681c_0
- parso=0.5.2=py_0
- partd=1.1.0=py_0
- patchelf=0.10=he6710b0_0
- path=13.1.0=py37_0
- path.py=12.4.0=0
- pathlib2=2.3.5=py37_0
- pathtools=0.1.2=py_1
- patsy=0.5.1=py37_0
- pcre=8.43=he6710b0_0
- pep8=1.7.1=py37_0
- pexpect=4.7.0=py37_0

- pickleshare=0.7.5=py37_0
- pillow=6.2.1=py37h34e0f95_0
- pip=19.3.1=py37_0
- pixman=0.38.0=h7b6447c_0
- pkginfo=1.5.0.1=py37_0
- pluggy=0.13.1=py37_0
- ply=3.11=py37_0
- prometheus_client=0.7.1=py_0
- prompt_toolkit=2.0.10=py_0
- psutil=5.6.7=py37h7b6447c_0
- ptyprocess=0.6.0=py37_0
- py=1.8.0=py37_0
- py-lief=0.9.0=py37h7725739_2
- pycodestyle=2.5.0=py37_0
- pycosat=0.6.3=py37h7b6447c_0
- pycparser=2.19=py37_0
- pycrypto=2.6.1=py37h14c3975_9
- pycurl=7.43.0.3=py37h1ba5d50_0
- pydocstyle=4.0.1=py_0
- pyflakes=2.1.1=py37_0
- pygments=2.5.2=py_0
- pylint=2.4.4=py37_0
- pympler=0.7=py_0
- pyodbc=4.0.27=py37he6710b0_0
- pyopenssl=19.1.0=py37_0
- pyparsing=2.4.5=py_0
- pyqt=5.9.2=py37h05f1152_2
- pyrsistent=0.15.6=py37h7b6447c_0
- pysocks=1.7.1=py37_0
- pytables=3.6.1=py37h71ec239_0
- pytest=5.3.2=py37_0
- pytest-arraydiff=0.3=py37h39e3cac_0
- pytest-astropy=0.7.0=py_0
- pytest-astropy-header=0.1.1=py_0
- pytest-doctestplus=0.5.0=py_0
- pytest-openfiles=0.4.0=py_0
- pytest-remotedata=0.3.2=py37_0
- python=3.7.5=h0371630_0
- python-dateutil=2.8.1=py_0
- python-jsonrpc-server=0.3.2=py_0
- python-language-server=0.31.2=py37_0
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- python-libarchive-c=2.8=py37_3
- pytz=2019.3=py_0
- pywavelets=1.1.1=py37h7b6447c_0
- pyxdg=0.26=py_0
- pyyaml=5.2=py37h7b6447c_0
- pyzmq=18.1.0=py37he6710b0_0
- qdarkstyle=2.7=py_0
- qt=5.9.7=h5867ecd_1
- qtawesome=0.6.0=py_0
- qtconsole=4.6.0=py_1
- qtpy=1.9.0=py_0
- readline=7.0=h7b6447c_5
- requests=2.22.0=py37_1
- ripgrep=0.10.0=hc07d326_0
- rope=0.14.0=py_0
- rtree=0.8.3=py37_0
- ruamel_yaml=0.15.46=py37h14c3975_0
- scikit-image=0.15.0=py37he6710b0_0
- scikit-learn=0.21.3=py37hd81dba3_0
- scipy=1.3.2=py37h7c811a0_0
- seaborn=0.9.0=pyh91ea838_1
- secretstorage=3.1.1=py37_0
- send2trash=1.5.0=py37_0
- setuptools=42.0.2=py37_0
- simplegeneric=0.8.1=py37_2
- singledispatch=3.4.0.3=py37_0
- sip=4.19.8=py37hf484d3e_0
- six=1.13.0=py37_0
- snappy=1.1.7=hbae5bb6_3
- snowballstemmer=2.0.0=py_0
- sortedcollections=1.1.2=py37_0
- sortedcontainers=2.1.0=py37_0
- soupsieve=1.9.5=py37_0
- sphinx=2.3.0=py_0
- sphinxcontrib=1.0=py37_1
- sphinxcontrib-applehelp=1.0.1=py_0
- sphinxcontrib-devhelp=1.0.1=py_0
- sphinxcontrib-htmlhelp=1.0.2=py_0
- sphinxcontrib-jsmath=1.0.1=py_0
- sphinxcontrib-qthelp=1.0.2=py_0
- sphinxcontrib-serializinghtml=1.1.3=py_0

- sphinxcontrib-websupport=1.1.2=py_0
- spyder=4.0.0=py37_0
- spyder-kernels=1.8.1=py37_0
- sqlalchemy=1.3.11=py37h7b6447c_0
- sqlite=3.30.1=h7b6447c_0
- statsmodels=0.10.1=py37hdd07704_0
- sympy=1.5.1=py37_0
- tbb=2019.8=hfd86e86_0
- tblib=1.5.0=py_0
- terminado=0.8.3=py37_0
- testpath=0.4.4=py_0
- tk=8.6.8=hbc83047_0
- toolz=0.10.0=py_0
- tornado=6.0.3=py37h7b6447c_3
- tqdm=4.40.2=py_0
- traitlets=4.3.3=py37_0
- ujson=1.35=py37h14c3975_0
- unicodecsv=0.14.1=py37_0
- unixodbc=2.3.7=h14c3975_0
- urllib3=1.25.7=py37_0
- watchdog=0.9.0=py37_1
- wcwidth=0.1.7=py37_0
- webencodings=0.5.1=py37_1
- werkzeug=0.16.0=py_0
- wheel=0.33.6=py37_0
- widgetsnbextension=3.5.1=py37_0
- wrapt=1.11.2=py37h7b6447c_0
- wurlitzer=2.0.0=py37_0
- xlrd=1.2.0=py37_0
- xlsxwriter=1.2.6=py_0
- xlwt=1.3.0=py37_0
- xz=5.2.4=h14c3975_4
- yaml=0.1.7=had09818_2
- yapf=0.28.0=py_0
- zeromq=4.3.1=he6710b0_3
- zict=1.0.0=py_0
- zipp=0.6.0=py_0
- zlib=1.2.11=h7b6447c_3
- zstd=1.3.7=h0b5b093_0
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